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Abstract

Social media and microblog tools are increasingly used by
individuals to express their feelings and opinions in the
form of short text messages. Detecting emotions in text
has a wide range of applications including identifying anx-
iety or depression of individuals and measuring well-being
or public mood of a community. In this paper, we propose
a new approach for automatically classifying text messages
of individuals to infer their emotional states. To model
emotional states, we utilize the well-established Circumplex
model that characterizes affective experience along two di-
mensions: valence and arousal. We select Twitter messages
as input data set, as they provide a very large, diverse and
freely avail- able ensemble of emotions. Using hash-tags as
labels, our methodology trains supervised classifiers to de-
tect multiple classes of emotion on potentially huge data
sets with no manual effort. We investigate the utility of
several features for emotion detection, including unigrams,
emoticons, negations and punctuations. To tackle the prob-
lem of sparse and high dimensional feature vectors of mes-
sages, we utilize a lexicon of emotions. We have compared
the accuracy of several machine learning algorithms, includ-
ing SVM, KNN, Decision Tree, and Naive Bayes for classi-
fying Twitter messages. Our technique has an accuracy of
over 90%, while demonstrating robustness across learning
algorithms.

1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Social networks and microblogging tools such as Twitter
allow individuals to express their opinions, feelings, and
thoughts on a variety of topics in the form of short text mes-
sages. These short messages (commonly known as tweets)
may also include the emotional states of individuals (such
as happiness, anxiety, and depression) as well as the emo-
tions of a larger group (such as opinions of people in a cer-
tain country or affiliation) [1, 2]. In fact, Twitter can be
considered a large repository that includes a rich ensemble
of emotions, sentiments and moods. For example the tweet
”Great Christmas spent with my amazing family” expresses
a happy mood and the tweet ”Feelings Hurt Tonight!” ex-
presses sadness. Table 1 provides more examples of tweets
expressing different types of emotion.

Emotion Tweet
Happy Excited to see him in Texas in two weeks.

So many weddings coming up how exciting
is that.

Relaxed I feel so at peace right now.
The sound of rain always puts me to sleep.

Stressed Seriously stressed over this final.
Presentation? I’m feeling like I’m waiting to
get an injection!

Depressed RIP Grandpa, you will be missed.
I’m just so #depressed and on the verge of
crying.

Table 1: Examples of Emotion Tweets

1.2 Motivation

In this paper, we investigate a method for automatically
detecting and classifying the emotions expressed by Twit-
ter messages. A system developed based on this method
could potentially be employed in a large variety of applica-
tions, ranging from well-being apps, self-helps, counselors,
to community population studies.

The proposed method can be used by healthcare profes-
sionals or counseling agencies to monitor and track a pa-
tient’s emotional states, or to recognize anxiety or systemic
stressors of populations (e.g. different student groups on
campus). The system can also help commercial agencies to
gauge sentiment of buyers or to facilitate targeted product
advertisement.

In addition, this technology can measure public mood of
people in a community, which may help social scientists to
understand the quality of life of populations. Measuring
and tracking the living conditions and quality of life of a
society are essential for public policy making. The quality
of life can be measured based on different aspects of life
including social, emotional, psychological, life satisfaction,
and work. However, methods that measure living condi-
tions fail to measure what people think and feel about their
lives, such as their positive or negative emotions, or their
overall satisfaction with life [3, 4]. The quality of life is typ-
ically measured using self-reports and surveys [5]. People
are asked to fill out questionnaires about their life and their
day-to-day emotions. Collecting these questionnaires is very
time consuming, tedious, and error-prone. However, the
system developed based on our proposed approach would
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be able to automatically detect what people feel about their
lives from twitter messages. For example, the system can
recognize:

• percentage of people expressing higher levels of life sat-
isfaction in one group versus another group,

• percentage of people who feel happy and cheerful,

• percentage of people who feel calm and peaceful, and

• percentage of people expressing higher levels of anxiety
or depression.

Classifying text messages based on their emotion or senti-
ment is a growing area of research. However, although some
prior work has been done to classify Twitter messages (see
related work in Section 5), most of them have focused on de-
termining message sentiment instead of emotion [6, 7, 8, 9].
Sentiment refers to the opinions of individuals about a topic
(e.g. a movie or a new product). Sentiment is categorized
either as positive or negative. Our goal instead is to pro-
vide an approach for automatically and accurately classi-
fying Twitter messages into distinct emotional categories.
To represent classes of emotion, we adopt the Circumplex
model [10], a popular model of human emotions, which char-
acterizes affective experience through two dimensions: va-
lence and arousal. Instead of classifying tweets into two
classes (positive or negative) as in sentiment analysis, we
design methods to detect and classify short text messages
into four finer-grained classes of emotion.

1.3 Challenges

In order to classify texts into emotional categories accu-
rately, several challenges should be tackled:

Casual Twitter language and noise: Tweets are casual,
contain numerous punctuation and spelling errors and are
limited to 140 characters of text. While the use of informal
language and short messages have been previously studied
in the context of sentiment analysis [7, 8, 11, 12], the use
of such language to express emotions has been much less
studied.

Large numbers of potential features: The large number
of features are available to categorize short text messages.
Each tweet is presented as a vector of features which is
an n-dimensional vector of numerical values. Single words
that exist in the input dataset are potential features to be
included in the feature vector. With the large breadth of
topics discussed on Twitter, the number of words in our
dictionary becomes very large. As a result the feature vector
for each tweet will be very large and sparse (i.e. many
features will have a value of zero).

Labeling for supervised learning: Text messages, in their
raw form, do not have labels. However, in order to train a
classifier, supervised learning methods require labeled data.
With the large volumes of Twitter messages, it would be
time consuming and tedious to manually label tweets and
then train a classifier for emotions.

Crowdsourcing is one popular approach for labeling data
[13, 14, 15]. Tools such as Amazon’s mechanical Turk pro-
vide easy access to large numbers of manual data labelers

and annotators. However, annotators may not always be
reliable. Their interpretations of the same data may be am-
biguous even when clear instructions are given. For emotion
classification, using humans as annotators does not guar-
antee that they can correctly infer the author’s emotional
state.

Researchers have started to investigate rules and auto-
matic methods for labeling training data. For example, Go
et al. [7] and Pak and Paroubek [8] used Western-style
emoticons as labels to classify Twitter messages as having
either positive or negative sentiment [7, 8]. Barbosa and
Feng [11] used existing Twitter sentiment sites for collecting
training data, they also used 1000 manually labeled tweets
for tuning and another 1000 manually labeled tweets for
testing.

1.4 EMOTEX: Our Proposed Approach

Our proposed approach resolves the challenges mentioned
in previous section as following:

To support casual Twitter language and noise: cor-
rect misspellings and casual language by pre-processing all
Tweets with clearly defined rules.

To label Tweets: use Twitter hash-tags as labels that
indicate the emotion expressed by Tweets. For example,
a tweet with the hash-tag ”#depressed” is labeled as one
expressing a depressed emotion, while a tweet containing
the hash-tag ”#excited” is labeled as expressing excite-
ment. Using the Twitter API, we collected a large number
of tweets with hash-tags that then served as noisy labeled
data. While hash-tags can themselves cause errors or be
ambiguous when utilized as labels, they enable the auto-
matic processing of tweets that would otherwise take hours
or days to label manually. After extracting enough labeled
data, the hash-tags were removed in order to force the clas-
sifier algorithm to learn from other features.

To avoid high dimensional and sparse feature vectors: use
a lexicon of emotions. Our dictionary does not include all
words in the training dataset, but instead it focuses on the
emotional words from the lexicon LIWC (Linguistic Inquiry
& Word Count: http://www.liwc.net/) [16]. The LIWC
contains several thousand words. We use emotion-indicative
categories such as positive emotions, negative emotions,
anxiety, anger and sadness to build our domain-specific dic-
tionary.

In particular, EMOTEX makes the following contribu-
tions:

• Designing and implementing a method to automati-
cally label twitter messages according to the emotions
of their authors.

• Resolving the problem of high dimensional feature
space in twitter dataset.

• Achieving highest accuracy for classifying twitter mes-
sages based on their emotional states.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 describes the model that we exploit to categorize emo-
tional states of individuals. In section 2 we describe our
proposed approach in Emotex. In section 4 we present our
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experiments and discuss the results. In Section 5 we discuss
prior work on sentiment analysis and emotion analysis on
micro-blog data. We conclude and give future directions of
research in section 6.

2 Model of Emotions

The categorization of emotions has mainly been studied
from two fundamental approaches: basic emotions and core
affect.

2.1 Model of Basic Emotions

Basic emotion theorists believe that humans have a small
set of basic emotions, which are discrete.

Various researchers have attempted to identify a number
of basic emotions which are universal among all people and
differ one from another in important ways. A popular ex-
ample is a cross-cultural study of 1972 by Paul Ekman and
his colleagues, in which they concluded that the six basic
emotions are anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and
surprise [17].

Consequently most work in the field of emotion mining
and classification from text has been based on this basic
emotion sets [1, 18, 19]. For example, in order to model
public mood and emotion, Bollen et al extracted six dimen-
sions of mood including tension, depression, anger, vigour,
fatigue, confusion from Twitter [1]. Strapparava and Mi-
halcea annotated a large data set with six basic emotions:
anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness and surprise [19].

However, there is no consensus amongst theorists on
which human emotions should be included in the basic set.
Moreover, the distinction of one emotion from another is
a contested issue in emotion research. For instance, it is
unclear if ”surprise” should be considered an emotion since
it can assume negative, neutral or positive valence.

Figure 1: Circumplex Model of Affect including 28 affect
words by J. A. Russell, 1980. Used with permission. [10]

2.2 Core Affect Model

Despite of the basic emotions model which defines discrete
emotions, the core affect model defines emotion on a contin-
uous scale [20]. Core affect model of emotion characterizes
human emotions by defining their positions along two or
three dimensions. That is, most dimensional models incor-
porate valence and arousal dimensions.

One of the very first practical models of core affect is Rus-
sell’s Circumplex Model of Affect [10]. As shown in Figure
1, the model suggests that emotions are distributed in a
two-dimensional circular space, containing pleasure and ac-
tivation dimensions. The activation dimension measures if
one is likely to take an action in a mood state. The plea-
sure dimension measures how positive or negative a person
feels. The vertical axis represents activation or arousal, and
horizontal axis represents pleasure or valence. The center of
the circle represents a neutral valence and a medium level
of arousal.

The Circumplex model has been well validated and widely
used in other studies [14]. We utilize the Circumplex model
by considering four major classes of emotions: Happy-
Active, Happy-Inactive, Unhappy-Active, and Unhappy-
Inactive. This model is simple, and describes a wide range
of emotional states we have selected for our work. Moreover
the four classes of emotions are very distinct, because each
class constitutes emotions which are quite different com-
pared with the emotions of other classes.

3 EMOTEX: Detecting Emotions
in Text Messages

To detect emotions in text messages such as tweets, we
apply supervised learning methods to automatically clas-
sify short texts, according to a finer-grained category of the
emotions.

Multiclass 
Model 

Test	  
Data	  
	  

Extracted 
Emotions 

Feature 
Selection 

Labeled 
Data 

Collection Training 
Multiclass 
Classifier 

Figure 2: Model of Emotex

This section describes in more detail how Twitter mes-
sages are collected, labeled and classified according to the
emotions they convey. Figure 2 shows the process flow of
Emotex. We gathered Tweeter messages, selected features
and trained classifiers that classify tweets into multiple emo-
tion classes.
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3.1 Collecting Labeled Data

Twitter message features such as hash-tags and emoticons
are likely to be useful features for sentiment and emotion
classification.

The usage of hashtags in tweets is very common, and
Twitter dataset contains millions of different user-defined
hash-tags. A study of a sample of 0.6 million tweets by
Wang et al. [21] showed that 14.6% of tweets in their sam-
ple had at least one hashtag. Many tweets include more
than a single tag. These hash-tags could help to group
messages that indicate a certain emotion. Our results (see
Section 4) confirms that hash-tags are indeed useful features
for sentiment and emotion classification.

In order to collect labeled data, we need to identify the
list emotion hash-tags. First, we exploit the set of 28 affect
words from Circumplex model (as shown in Figure1) as ini-
tial set of keywords. Then we extend the initial keywords
using WordNet’s synsets, and we use them to find emotion
hash-tags. Using the list of emotion hash-tags, we collect
tweets which contain emotion tags. Twitter has an API
that can be used to automatically collect tweets and filter
them by query terms or hash-tags. Figure 3 shows the steps
of data collection.

Identifying 
Emotion 

Hash-tags 

 

Data 
Preprocessing 

 

Collecting 
Labeled  
Tweets 

Twitter Streaming API 

Labeled	  	  
Data	  
	  

WordNet	  
Synsets	  

Seed	  
Keywords	  

Figure 3: Model of labeled data collection

3.1.1 Preprocessing

After collecting the same number of tweets for each class,
the labeled tweets are then pre-processed to mitigate mis-
spellings and casual language used in Twitter using the fol-
lowing rules:

1. Tweets often contain usernames which start with the
@ symbol before the username (e.g. @Marilyn). All
words that start with the @ symbol are replaced by
”USERID”.

2. Many tweets contain url links. All the url links are
replaced with the ”URL”.

3. Words with repeated letters such as happyyyyy, are
common in Twitter messages. Any letter occurring
more than two times consecutively is replaced with one
occurrence. For instance, the word ”happyyyyy” would
be changed into ”happy”.

4. Many tweets contain more than one hash-tag, while
some may even contain hash-tags from two different
classes. For example the tweet ”Got a job interview to-
day with At&t... #nervous #excited.”, includes hash-
tag #nervous from Unhappy-Active class and tag #ex-
cited from Happy-Active class. Any tweet containing
hash-tags from different classes are removed from train-
ing data. Tweet may also be removed if they contain
two subjects. Such tweets are removed because they
would introduce ambiguities into our training set. We
do not want features of one class marked as part of an-
other class. These tweets correspond to a mixture of
emotion of different classes; therefore they would mis-
lead our classifier algorithm.

5. Some tweets contain emoticons from two different
classes. For example the tweet ”Tomorrow, first volley-
ball match :) and final exam :(”, includes both happy
and sad emoticons. These tweets are removed during
pre-processing.

6. Some tweets contain conflicts between hash-tags and
emoticons. For example the tweet ”Yup, I’m totally
considering leaving this planet now :) #disappointed
#nohope”, includes hash-tag ”#disappointed” from
Unhappy-Inctive class and emoticon ”:)” which shows
happiness. The tweets from unhappy-Inactive class
containing happy emoticons as well as tweets from
happy-active class containing sad emoticons are re-
moved from labeled data.

7. In Twitter, hash-tags can be placed in the beginning,
middle, or end of a tweet. As part of pre-processing,
hash-tags are stripped off from the end of tweets. For
instance, the tags ”#disappointed” and ”#sad” are re-
moved from the tweet ”No one wants to turn up today.
#disappointed #sad ”. If the tags were not stripped
off, then the classifiers tend to put a large amount of
weight on the tags, which may hurt accuracy. However
the tags in the beginning or in the middle of the tweet
are left, since they are part of the content of the sen-
tence. For example in the tweet ”That #nervous but
hopeful #feeling that keeps you up at night or makes
you get up early” the tags ”#nervous” and ”#feeling”
are part of the sentence and are kept.

3.2 Feature Selection

In order to train a classifier from labeled data, we represent
each tweet into a vector of features. We need to capture
features that describe the emotion expressed by each tweet.
Feature selection plays an important part in the effective-
ness of the classification process. For this study, we explore
the usage of different features. We use single words, also
known as unigrams as the baseline features for comparison.
Other features explored included the presence of emoticons,
punctuations, and negations, as elaborated below.

3.2.1 Unigram Features

Unigrams or single word features have been widely used
to capture the sentiment or emotion of a tweet[7, 8, 18].
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Let (f1, f2, ..., fm) be our predefined set of unigrams that
can appear in a tweet. Each feature fi in this vector is
a word from the dictionary of words in our dataset. Text
messages can be classified into emotion categories based on
the presence of affect words like ”annoyed”, and ”happy”.
Therefore, the problem of high dimensional feature vector
can be solved by identifying an appropriate emotion lexicon.
We effectively design a domain-specific dictionary by using
the lexicon of emotions, instead of all the words in our input
dataset.

As a result, our feature space does no longer include all
the words in our training dataset, but instead it only con-
tains the emotional words from the emotion lexicons. This
method reduces the size of feature space dramatically, with-
out loosing informative terms. We decide to use the LIWC
lexicon, which has been well validated and widely used in
other studies [22, 23, 15]. LIWC contains a dictionary of
several thousand words, wherein we use emotion-indicative
categories such as positive emotions, negative emotions,
anxiety, anger, sadness, and negation and utilize them ef-
fectively as our domain-specific dictionary.

3.2.2 Emoticon Features

Other than unigrams, emoticons are likely to be useful fea-
tures for emotion classification in text messages since they
are textual portrayals of a writer’s emotion in the form of
icons. These features tend to be widely used in sentiment
analysis. Go et al and A. Pak et al [7, 8] utilized the western-
style emoticons to collect labeled data. There are many
emoticons that can express happy emotion, sad emotion,
annoyed emotion or sleepy emotion. For example, ”:)” and
”:-)” both express happy emotion. The full list of emoticons
that we used can be found in Figure 4.

3.2.3 Punctuation Features

Other features potentially helpful for emotion detection are
punctuations. Users often use exclamation marks when
they want to express their strong feelings. For instance,
the tweet ”I lost 4lb in 3 days!!!!!” expresses strong hap-
piness and the tweet ”we’re in december, which means...
ONE MONTH UNTIL EXAMS!!!” represents a high level
of stress. The exclamation mark is sometimes used in con-
junction with the question mark, which indicates astonish-
ment. For example the tweet ”You don’t even offer high
speed anymore, yet you keep overcharging me?!” indicates
an astonished and annoyed feeling.

3.2.4 Negation Features

As our last feature, we select negation to address errors
caused by tweets that contain negated phrases like ”not sad”
or ”not happy”. For example the tweet, ”It’s Christmas
and I’ve gota get up in 6h, to get a plane back to shitty
England!! Not happy” should be classified as a sad tweet,
even though it has a happy unigram. To tackle this problem
we define negation as a separate feature. We selected the
list of negated phrases from the LIWC dictionary.

In summary, we investigate four feature types for emo-
tion classification: single word features, emoticon features,

punctuation features, and negation features. For the classi-
fication, all feature types are combined into a single feature
vector.

3.3 Classifier Selection

A number of statistical classification techniques have been
applied to text categorization, including regression models,
Bayesian classifiers, decision trees, nearest neighbor classi-
fiers, neural networks, and support vector machines. For
the task of classification we used four different classifiers
including, support vector machine, Naive Bayes, Decision
Trees, and K-Nearest Neighbors, which have been shown to
be effective in previous text classification work.

SVM Classifiers attempt to partition the data space us-
ing linear or non-linear boundaries between different classes.
SVMs achieve high performance in text categorization since
they accept high dimensional feature spaces and sparse fea-
ture vectors. Also text classification using SVMs is very
robust to outliers and does not require any parameter tun-
ing [24].

Bayesian classifiers build a probabilistic model based on
the word features in different classes. Texts are classified
based on posterior probabilities generated based on the
presence of different classes of words in texts. Naive Bayes
has been widely used for classifying text because it is simple
and fast.

KNN classifies new text by a majority vote of its neigh-
bors based on a similarity measure (e.g., distance functions).
The KNN algorithm is fast and simple, but it is sensitive to
the local structure of the data.

In the Decision Tree classifier, leaves are class labels and
branches represent conjunctions of features that lead to
those class labels. Decision trees are slow and sometimes
suffer from over-fitting. However, its accuracy competes
with well known text classification algorithms such as SVM.

Figure 4: List of Emoticons

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Identifying Emotion Hash-tags

In order to collect labeled data, we identified the list of
hash-tags corresponding to each class of emotions. As we
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mentioned in Section 2 we selected four classes of emotions
namely Happy-Active, Happy-Inactive, Unhappy-Active,
and Unhappy-Inactive. First we selected an initial set of
keywords for each category from the Circumplex model as
shown in Figure 1. We only selected those keywords which
are very distinct and distinguishable from other classes. We
ignored the keywords that are located close to the boundary
of four dimensions. The initial list of keywords are listed
below:

• Class Happy-Active: Happy, Excited, Delighted, As-
tonished, Aroused

• Class Happy-Inactive: Serene, Contented, Satisfied,
Relaxed, Calm

• Class Unhappy-Active: Tense, Angry, Afraid, An-
noyed, Distressed

• Class Unhappy-Inactive: miserable, Depressed, Sad,
Gloomy

Class Hash-tags
Happy-
Active

#elated,#overjoyed,#enjoy,#excited,
#proud,#joyful,#feelhappy,#sohappy,
#veryhappy,#happy,#superhappy,
#happytweet,#feelblessed,#blessed,
#amazing,#wonderful,#excelent,
#delighted,#enthusiastic
example: Thankful for unex-
pected time with one of my best
friends #happy

Happy-
Inactive

#calm,#calming,#peaceful,#quiet,
#silent,#serene,#convinced,#consent,
#contented,#contentment,#satisfied,
#relax,#relaxed,#relaxing,#sleepy,
#sleepyhead,#asleep,#resting, #rest-
ful,#placid
example: ready for a relaxing
day of doing nothing #relaxing

Unhappy-
Active

#nervous,#anxious,#tension,#afraid,
#fearful,#angry,#annoyed,#annoying,
#stress,#distressed,#distress,#stressful,
#stressed,#worried,#tense,#bothered,
#disturbed,#irritated,#mad,#furious
example: I have my speech in
less than minutes #nervous

Unhappy-
Inactive

#sad,#ifeelsad,#feelsad,#sosad,
#verysad,#sorrow,#disappointed,
#supersad,#miserable,#hopeless,
#depress,#depressed,#depression,
#fatigued,#gloomy,#nothappy,
#unhappy,#suicidal,#downhearted,
#hapless,#dispirited
example: Sometimes people let
you down and it hurts. #sad

Table 2: List of hash-tags for each emotion class

After defining the initial set of keywords for each category,
we extended the list by using set of synonyms defined by

WordNet. We also added hash-tags to our list from Twitter,
namely emotion-specific tags such as the tag ”#ifeelsad”.
Using the extended list of keywords, we obtained a set of 20
unique emotion hash-tags for each class. The tags of each
class constitute emotions which are quite different compared
with the emotions of the other classes. Table 2 presents the
final list of hash-tags used for collecting labeled data for
each class.

Table 3 represents the number of collected labeled tweets
before and after pre-processing. As it shows the number of
tweets decreased by 19% by removing noisy tweets during
preprocessing.

Class Number of
Tweets Before
Pre-processing

Number of
Tweets After
Pre-processing

Happy-
Active

39600 34000

Happy-
Inactive

41000 29200

Unhappy-
Active

44000 37000

Unhappy-
Inactive

40700 33900

Total 165300 134100

Table 3: Number of Tweets collected as labeled data

The histogram in Figure 5 represents the distribution of
four classes of tweets that we collected and labeled using
hash-tags, during the new year vacation and after it. It
shows that the number of happy tweets during the vacation
are higher than the number of happy tweets after vacation
by 12%, as we expected. However the number of happy
tweets didn’t change significantly (only 1%) between one
week after new year and two weeks after it.

77%	  

11%	  

6%	   7%	  

65%	  

8%	  

15%	  
12%	  

66%	  

9%	  

14%	  
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Figure 5: Distribution of the emotions in collected data
during new year vacation and after it

After identifying hash-tags, we collected labeled data for
each class. Twitter has an API that can be used to auto-
matically collect Tweets by query terms or hash-tags. We
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Features Naive
Bayes

SVM Decision
Trees

KNN

Unigram 86.3 90 89.5 90.1

Unigram,
Emoticon

86.4 89 89.6 90.1

Unigram,
Punctuation

86.6 89.9 89.7 90.1

Unigram,
Negation

86.9 89.1 89.7 90.2

All-Features 86.9 89.9 90 90.1

Table 4: F-measure of SVM, Naive Bayes, Decision Tree
and KNN using different features

Features Naive
Bayes

SVM Decision
Trees

KNN

Unigram 87.7 90.3 89.6 90.1

Unigram,
Emoticon

87.6 89.3 89.7 90.1

Unigram,
Punctuation

87.1 90.4 89.8 90.1

Unigram,
Negation

87.9 89.5 89.9 90.2

All-Features 87.3 90.22 90.1 90.2

Table 5: Precision of SVM, Naive Bayes, Decision Tree and
KNN using different features

used this API to collect Tweets for three weeks between De-
cember 26, 2013 to January 15, 2014. Data was collected
from the Twitter Streaming service, which provides a 1%
random sample of all tweets. We have developed a program
that filters tweets from online stream of tweets, based on
the predefined list of hash-tags.

4.2 Classification Results

We divided the collected data for each class into three equal-
sized folds,which used two folds of the labeled data to train a
classifier and one fold for testing. Then we learned classifiers
out of training data using selected classification algorithms.
We used WEKA [25] for Naive Bayes, Decision Tree, and
KNN classification, and we used the SVM-light [26] software
with a linear kernel to learn SVM classifier.

We measured the accuracy of classifiers based on precision
and recall. Also, we calculated the F-measure, which is the
weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall.

Tables 4 and 5 present precision and recall of Naive
Bayes, Decision Tree, SVM, and KNN using different kind
of features, based on 3-fold cross validation.

Table 4 presents the F-measure as a single measure that
trades off precision versus recall. As the table shows, the
highest accuracy for Decision Trees and Naive Bayes can be
achieved by using all the proposed features. However SVM
achieved the highest accuracy by using unigrams, while
KNN achieved the highest accuracy by using unigrams and

Features Naive
Bayes

SVM Decision
Trees

KNN

Unigram 86.3 89.7 89.5 90.1

Unigram,
Emoticon

86.4 88.8 89.6 90.1

Unigram,
Punctuation

86.6 89.3 89.7 90.1

Unigram,
Negation

86.9 88.8 89.6 90.1

All-Features 87 89.5 89.9 90.1

Table 6: Recall of SVM, Naive Bayes, Decision Tree and
KNN using different features

negations.

Although Decision Tree classifier provides high accuracy,
it is very slow and therefore not practical for big datasets.
KNN and SVM run fast and provide the highest accuracy,
above 90%.

The accuracy of SVM classification are presented in Fig-
ure 6. For the class Unhappy-Active and Happy-Active
the highest accuracy can be achieved by using all the fea-
tures. However for other classes the highest accuracy can be
achieved by using unigrams. The classes happy-active and
unhappy-active got the highest accuracy. Interestingly, us-
ing punctuation features across these two classes increased
the accuracy up to 95% and 91% respectively. Across all
emotion classes, unigram-trained model gave the highest
performance, and among other features punctuations and
negations performed second best.

The accuracy of KNN classification based on 3-fold cross
validation are presented in Figure 7. As it shows the highest
accuracy achieved for the class happy-active. Among all the
classifiers KNN achieved the highest accuracy of 90%.
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Figure 6: The accuracy of SVM classification using different
features
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Figure 7: The accuracy of KNN classification using different
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5 Related Work

This section briefly surveys previous works on sentiment
and emotion categorization of text.

5.1 Sentiment Analysis in Text

There has been a large amount of research in sentiment
analysis, especially in the domain of product reviews and
movie reviews. Here we describe those most closely related
to our research.

Boia and his colleagues [27] run a study with live users
and found that the sentiment of an emoticon strongly coin-
cides with the sentiment of the entire tweet. Thus, emoti-
cons are useful features to predict the sentiment of tweets
and should be considered in sentiment classification.

Many researchers applied machine learning methods to
detect the sentiment in text. Pang et al. [6] classified
movie reviews by determining whether a review is positive
or negative. They used movies rating indicator, such as the
number of stars to automatically label the reviews for super-
vised learning. They found that standard machine learning
techniques definitively outperform human-based classifiers.
Among several different types of features they tried includ-
ing, unigrams, bi-grams, and part-of-speech tags; unigram
features turned out to be the most effective.

Some researchers selected twitter as input dataset. Go et
al. used Western-style emoticons to label and classify Twit-
ter messages according to positive and negative sentiment
[7]. They achieved an accuracy of 80% using different learn-
ing algorithms including Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy,
and SVM. Other researchers [8, 9] have also used emoticons
for labeling their training data.

Another work for sentiment classification on Twitter data
has been done by Barbosa and Feng [11]. They exploited
existing Twitter sentiment sites for collecting training data,
and 1000 manually labeled tweets for tuning and another
1000 manually labeled tweets for testing. They used syntax
features of tweets such as re-tweets, hash-tags, links, and
exclamation marks.

Kouloumpis and his colleagues [12] investigated using
linguistic features for detecting the sentiment of Twitter

messages. As labeled data, they used the hash-tag data
set, from the Edinburgh Twitter corpus and the emoticon
dataset collected by Go et al [7]. They achieved an accu-
racy of 76% by using n-gram, lexicon, and part-of-speech
features.

SentiStrength developed by Thelwall et al [28], to extract
sentiment strength from short informal text. They used a
dictionary of sentiment words and their strength measures.
They utilized machine learning approach to optimize sen-
timent term weightings and developed their system using
human-classified MySpace comments. SentiStrength could
predict positive sentiment with 60% accuracy and negative
sentiment with 72% accuracy, both based on a scale of 1 to
5.

5.2 Emotion Analysis in Text

There is much less work on emotion analysis in text com-
pared with sentiment analysis.

Some researchers have explored social media such as
Twitter to investigate the potential use of social media to
detect depressive disorders. Park et al [15] ran some studies
to capture the depressive mood of users in Twitter. They
studied 69 individuals to understand how their depressive
states are reflected in their personal updates. The analy-
sis was conducted in three major steps: (1) surveying the
users to identify their depression level, (2) collecting tweets
of these users, and (3) comparing the depression levels of
users with their language usage in tweets. They found that
social media contains useful signals for characterizing the
depression in individuals. Their results showed that par-
ticipants with depression exhibited increase in the usage of
words related to negative emotions and anger in their tweets
[15].

Another work to diagnose depressive disorders in indi-
viduals done by Choudhury et al [13]. They measured be-
havioral attributes including social engagement, emotion,
language and linguistic styles, ego network, and mentions
of antidepressant medication. Then they leveraged these
behavioral features to build a statistical classifier that esti-
mates the risk of depression. Their models showed an accu-
racy of 70% in predicting depression. They crowdsourced
data from Twitter users who have been diagnosed with men-
tal disorders.

Purver et al tried to train supervised classifiers for emo-
tion detection in Twitter messages, using automatically la-
beled data [18]. They used the six basic emotions iden-
tified by Ekman [17] including happiness, sadness, anger,
fear, surprise and disgust. They used a collection of Twit-
ter messages, all marked with emoticons or hash-tags cor-
responding to one of six emotion classes, as their labeled
data. Their method did better for some emotions (happi-
ness, sadness and anger), than others (fear, surprise and
disgust). Their overall accuracies (60%) were much lower
than our accuracy.

Another effort for emotion analysis on Twitter data ac-
complished by Bollen and his colleagues [1]. They tried
to find a relationship between overall public mood and so-
cial, economic and other major events. They extracted six
dimensions of mood (tension, depression, anger, vigor, fa-
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tigue, confusion) using an extended version of POMS (Pro-
file of Mood States), a psychometric instrument. They
found that social, political, cultural and economic events
have a significant, and immediate effect on the various di-
mensions of public mood.

Some researchers applied lexical approach to identify
emotions in text. For example Strapparava and Mihalcea
[19] constructed a large lexicon annotated for six basic emo-
tions: anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness and surprise. In
another work, Choudhury et al [14] identified a lexicon of
more than 200 moods frequent on Twitter. Inspired by the
circumflex model, they measured the valence and arousal of
each mood through mechanical turk and psychology liter-
ature sources.Then, they collected posts which have one of
the moods in their mood lexicon in the form of a hash-tag
at the end of a post.

Recently, Darmon and his colleagues [29] tried to predict
the behavior of users on social media by modeling represen-
tations of their previous states as computational processes.
They found that most users exhibit only a few latent states
of behavioral processing, and any model that is able to cap-
ture these states will do well at capturing the behavior of
users.

6 Conclusions

We have proposed Emotex, a method of classifying Twitter
messages into the distinct emotional classes they express.
To define the emotional states of users, we utilized the well-
established model of human moods, known as the Circum-
plex model [10]. We employed Twitter hash-tags to auto-
matically label messages according to emotional classes, and
trained classifiers for multi-class emotion detection. Our re-
sults suggest that hash-tags and other conventional markers
of tweets are useful features for sentiment and emotion clas-
sification.

We also compared the accuracy of several machine learn-
ing algorithms such as SVM, Naive Bayes, KNN, and De-
cision Tree for classifying the moods of Twitter messages.
We were able to achieve above 90% classification accuracy,
while demonstrating robustness across different learning al-
gorithms.

The proposed Emotex approach enables us to classify
large amounts of short texts with no manual effort, yet with
high accuracy (above 90%). Classifying short texts accord-
ing to a finer-grained classes of emotions provides rich and
informative data about the emotional states of individuals.
These data can be used by healthcare professionals for early
detection of the psychological disorders such as anxiety or
depression.

In the future we intend to analyze the temporal nature
of emotions and investigate how they change over time. We
are also interested in population level emotion detection in
different subgroups like different genders, or ages. In addi-
tion, we intend to integrate other pieces of information such
as, sleep data, exercise and physical activities, and food in-
formation.
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